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The response to the Questionnaire was 
not as great as we had anticipated; 
nevertheless, the results were enlightening 
and thought-provoking . Keep in mind that 
the Questionnaire went out to a closed 
community ; i .e., military families and 
civilians associated with NPS. Interestingly 
enough only two civilian civil service work-
ers submitted a questionnaire, all other re-
spondees were either dependents of military 
members, or active duty military members. 
Several men submitted questionnaires; all 
of them were active duty military. As was 
anticipated, the common age was 25-34 
(only 3 were in the 50-64 age bracket a nd no 
one under 18), and with three except ions, all 
were married. Of these married women 70% 
favor the title, "Mrs.," while 26% favor 
"Ms." The majority have one ar two chil-
dren at home (anly 9% reported having 
more than two children), with the average 
ages being 2-5 years ald. 93% reside in La 
Mesa Village. 45% work full-time, 30% part 
time and 25% do not work. A nother in-
teresting point ta note is that 95% of those 
responding have hod same college, 
graduated from college, or hold post-
graduate degrees. 
Admittedly, this Questionnaire had many 
faults which made answering some ques-
tions difficult. For instance, the use of the 
word, "work" in the quest ion, " Do you 
work?" meant "paid employee." The re-
sponses included " full time," " part time," 
and " do not work" - now, anyone who 
can't afford a maid to clean her house and 
raise her kids, works! Also, there were sev-
eral questions for which a clear-cut answer 
couldn't be given, but for the most port, it 
was material for thought. 
A report on each individual question 
would be entirely too tedious; instead, I've 
selected those questions in which the per-
centage heavily favored one answer. The 
conclusion you may draw is that the re-
sponses to the other questions were evenly 
distributed. 
Question number one asked, "In what 
one area is there the most need for change 
in the status of women today?" T wo ans-
wers were consistently chosen, 54% said, 
"individual identity," 34% said "career and 
job opportunities." 
Take note of this one, all you husbands: 
89% favor a marriage where husband and 
wife share work and home responsibilities, 
with only 11 % in favor of the more "tradi-
tional" marriage roles. And what was the 
most important factor in a good marriage? 
71 % felt that it had to be communication. If 
the marriage is bod, 60% felt the best solu-
tion would be to separate and try to work 
things out. Where children are involved 73% 
felt both parents should still see their chil-
dren . In addition to this 84% felt the father 
should have equal opportunity to get cus-
tady of the children. When asked if they 
wauld marry the some woman (man), 62% 
answered definitely yes, only one person 
said definitely not. 
In on era of available contraception and 
legalized abortion, 66% felt they'd keep the 
child from an unwanted pregnancy whether 
in marriage or outside it, yet 33% felt they 
would have on abortion. It should also be 
noted that in many instances the respondee 
wrote a side comment that they wouldn't 
get pregnant in the first place, "there's no 
reason today for an unwonted pregnancy." 
The ideal number of children seems to be 
two. 
On the whole, those answering the Ques-
tionnaire don't question a woman's right to 
work and have children as well, but 70% feel 
the responsibility for the cost of child care 
while Mom works rest with the family, whi le 
15% feel the employer should poy. 50% of 
those working are doing it because they 
enjoy working, 16% felt they didn't want to 
waste their educat ion and training; only 
15% said it was necessary to earn money. 
Should a housewife be paid a weekly 
wage? 75% said no, she is indirectly paid 
from her husband's salary. 67% strongly 
agree that it tokes as much effort, intellig-
ence, and perseverance to bring up children 
and tend a home as it does to hold down a 
goad job. 
If on election were held tomorrow on the 
Equal Rights Amendment, 90% of our re-
spondees would vote in favor of it. Basically 
this was on optimistic group because 73% 
feel that tomorrow's woman will have it bet-
ter than women today. While 50% agree 
with the aims of the active feminist groups 
who wont to change the status of women, 
they do not go along with these groups' 
tactics. 26% strongly favored these groups 
and 15% felt the activists are too radical. 
It's unfortunate that space will not allow 
me to print everyone's written responses to 
the three essay-type questions. They were 
truly stimulating responses and in many 
cases very moving. It became obvious as 
the questionnaires come in that those who 
filled them out in length put a great deal of 
themselves into their answers. 
Question 31. How do you feel about more 
liberal attitudes toward sex todoy? How have 
these attitudes aHected your life? 
"Being a Christian, I feel several mores and 
attitudes today are for too open and liberal 
- as evidenced in the numerous cases of 
VD and abortions. An overly permissive 
society disintegrates in m any aspects 
f rom moral to social to politicaL" 
* * * * * 
" I feel the more liberal attitudes toward sex 
today are sensible and make life much 
eosier and enjoyable for young people. 
T hey don't have much effect on my own life 
because I am now 0 grandmother a nd 
thoroughly married to a rather sexually un-
adventurous person. However, they hove 
affected the lives of my children, and I hope, 
mode it easier for them to make decisions 
on love relationships and marriage. (I fee 
I was born 30 years too soon!)" 
* * * * * 
" I think the " more liberal attitudes about 
sex" are a double-edged sward . On the one 
hand, the more open, accepting oHitude of 
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PRESI DENT'S MESSAGE 
Karen Trapnell 
FIRST VICE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
We ndy Adkins 
It' s hard to believe that vacation time is 
almost upon us agoin! For some of you this 
month will mean packing out, bidding 
farewell to old friends and moving on to 
your next duty station. For others, June will 
2 
At last it is time for our fellas to put aside 
their textbooks, tests and computers. Voca-
tion time is upon us. I'm sure you and your 
families ore eagerly anticipating the quarter 
break as much as Skeet and I ore. I sincerely 
hope this vacation is a happy one and full of 
rest and fun for each of you. 
As you may have noticed last month, this 
article is a truly appropriate spot for the 
heartfelt thanks that go to the ladies who 
work so hard for OSWc. This month, I hove 
a special thank you for Wendy Adkins, for 
organizing the May Tour of Homes and 
Brunch. What on outstanding program and 
opportunity to v iew the lovely homes on the 
grounds of the school! I would also like to 
thank Mrs. Linder, Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. Kael· 
berer and Mrs . Toumela for opening their 
doors to all of us. 
mean a chance to get out the camping gear, 
pock up the kids and the dog, and do some 
exploring in parts unknown. Being relatively 
new out here ourselves, we intend to do just 
that. Look out California , here we come! 
The May House Tour proved to be a very 
enjoyable function for me and I certainly 
hope that all of you hod as delightful a 
morning as I hod. I wont to take this oppor-
tunity to thank all the ladies who helped to 
make the tour so outstanding; the ladies 
who opened their homes for us to visit and 
all who volunteered to be hostesses in the 
homes. I firmly believe that a club like 
OSWC is only as good as its members and 
we really have some conscientious and 
energetic ladies in our club. 
Now let's toke a look at some of the high-
lights for the month of July so you can mark 
the activities on your calendars before you 
leove on vocation . July 14th at I :30 p.m. 
has been set aside for the New Section 
Leaders' Wives Coffee at my home at 590-C 
Michelson Rd. The board is looking forward 
to greeting the new section leaders' wives at 
that time. All new students' wives wi ll be 
welcomed on July 22nd at 8 p.m. in the La 
Novia Room at the club. Look for more 
With the advent of June, so comes 
Graduation and orders to new duty stations. 
Ron Gallitz has received his orders and so 
we must say farewell to Sandy Gallitz . I do 
not feel that she should leave without a 
thank you for her contribution to CLASS-
MATE as its Editor. 
For those of you who are leaving th is 
area, I hope you take with you many fond 
memories of friends mode and experiences 
shared . I wish you happiness and good luck 
wherever you may go. 
For those of us remaining in the area, we 
look forword to the July Fashion Show and 
an interesting August program. As I've said 
before, come and join us -I look forward to 
seeing as many of you as possible. See you 
soon! 0 
details about the welcoming coffees in the 
PINK FLYER and next month's CLASS-
MATE. 
The OSWC function for July will be a lun-
cheon and fashion show put on by Gar· 
ments of Gladness, a clothing co-op in 
Pacific Grove. The theme for the show will 
be OLD MONTEREY and it will be held in 
the Barbara McNitt Ballroom on July 27th . 
We hope that you ore as intrigued by this 
show as we are and we think that we can 
guarantee that you will have a very interest-
ing and pleasurable afternoon. Please keep 
on the lookout for more publicity about the 
Fashion Show and make your plans now to 
come and enjoy the show and luncheon. 
To all of you who will be leaving the area 
this month, let me wish you Bon Voyage 
and all the best af luck. One of the things 
that I like best about being a Navy wife is 
that you never really have to soy goodby to 
anyone because if you stay in the service 
long enough you are bound to run into more 
and more old friends as the years and tours 
go by. So I make it a point to never say 
goodbe to friends, I just soy "until we meet 
again." 
Take care all of you and I hope that you 
have as great a vacation as the Adkins' plan 
to have! See you all in July!! 0 
• 
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human beings' sexual nature I regard as 
healthy. On the other hond, I feel much 
emphasis of late has been pJaced on the 
wrong aspects of sexuality - I personally 
cannot value promiscuity and casual sex -
demeaning "body function" encounters. I 
also think that areas of contraception need 
more publicity and more availability. These 
"more liberal attitudes" have not particu-
larly affected my life except in making me 
and my ideas somewhat different from 
those my parents raised me on." 
Question 32. Have you ever felt discriminated 
against because you are a woman? How? 
" The Navy men have accepted me more 
as a professional equal than personnel from 
any other service. I worked with the Navy, 
Marine Corps, Air Force and Army (the 
worst!) overseas in a joint command and 
the Navy provided the most favorable work-
ing climate. The other three services por-
trayed such demeaning attitudes toward 
me as a woman, I found them virtually im-
passible to work with and for." 
* * * * * 
"Yes, I have felt discriminated against 
every time we arrive in a new duty station, 
and I hit the street looking for a job. I find it 
very frustrating that few pople are in-
terested in hiring a mili tary wife, and that I 
am forced to start over again every two to 
three years. One question tha t really irri-
tates me which would not be asked of a man 
is, " Do you have children, and if not are you 
planning to have them in the neor future?" 
Those of us who are classified as transients, 
women, and of the child bearing age have 
had it!" 
* * * * * 
" I personally do not feel I have ever been 
discriminated against (that I have ever been 
aware of, that is). I do however feel I have 
been demeaned, disgraced, and de-
humanized several times by the male domi-
nated medical profession. I think this is dis-
crimination of a sort, and look forward to 
the day when a more sensitive attitude to-
ward women and their medical needs will 
prevai l ." 
* * * * * 
"Yes, I have felt discriminated against 
many times because I am a woman . It hap-
penes every time my husband and I have a 
business conversation with someone else. 
That person, whether man or woman, tends 
to address all remarks to my husband . I 
have to almost interrupt the conversation in 
order to have a soy in things. People call our 
home on business and always want to 
speok to my husband, even though the mot-
ter is something I could easily settle. Gener-
ally speaking, a woman simply is not consi-
dered so capable of good judment or finan-
cial sense - this message is rebroadcast 
wherever one goes. II 
Question 33 . What things do you wont most 
out of life for yourself? Do you have most of 
them now? If not what prevents you from at-
taining them? 
"Perhaps the best answer for myself to this 
question would be personal fulfillment , 
travel, and a good strong relationship with a 
man who enjoys communication rather 
than a newspaper and a TV set. Yes, I have 
the travel, but other thon thot life is BOR-
ING, and the reason I am not attaining 
these gools is that I am a big Chicken and 
afraid to strike out on my own." 
* * * * * 
"What I want most from life is to be able to 
live in peace without feor, with my husband . 
Materialistically, we are comfortable, and I 
have no strong desires to have more than 
that. Freedom f rom the feor of violence is 
something I would treasure greatly and wish 
for all at this time." 
* * * * * 
"Hard question! Happiness, I suppose. 
That comes in sa many ways - compan-
ionship, a good book, a job well done, clean 
sheets on the bed, seeing one's children 
happy, traveling - almost anywhere!, 
being with friends, a gloss of good wine. 
Little things. No big demands on life. Yes, I 
have them all, off and on. ("Hoppiness" 
presupposes such things as health and fi-
nancial security - those are utterly and 
basically necessary and should have been 
put firs t.)" 0 
TREASURER'S REPORT 
GOVERNING BOARD 
3 May 1976 
Cosh Solonce 1 April 1976 ..... $5613.31 
Income Month of April ........... 152.75 
Disbursements Month of April .... 231 .63 
Leaving 0 Cosh Balonce of ..... $5534.43 
Plus Sovings .................. $2093 .56 






The Navy Nursery School located ot the 
Annex will again have a summer fun pro-
grom for children 3-5 years old ond potty 
trained . The program lasts 6 weeks', July 
6-August 13, hours 9 0.m.- 12 p.m., with the 
following fees: 
2 doys (Tues.-Thurs.), $22.50 
3 days (M-W-F), $33.75 
Please note that the fee is payable in ad-
vance, and there will be no refunds mode 
after July 1. Reservations are token on a first 
come, first serve basis, with each session 
limited to 50 children . 
To obtain on enrollment form or for 
further information, please call Sollie Hol-





MIGHT YOUR ORDERS BE TO: 
WASHINGTON, D.C.? 
FOR INFORMATION ON: 
- Resales, New Homes, Rentals 
- Prices & Financing 
- Loan Processing 
- Sample Ustings 
- Proximity to: 
- Good schools & Recreation 
• Commuter Routes 
- Military Facilities 




LONG & FOSTER REALTORS 
6320 AUGUST DRIVE 
SPRINGFIELD, VA. 22152 
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You have that choice when you 
work for Kelly. We offer you a 
variety of work experience, plus 
an added benefit: we don't ask 
you to commit yourself to work 
50 weeks a year. You decide 
when you wanl to work - so your 
work schedule can be just as 
flexible as your lifestyle. You can 
work a day, a week, a month or 
longer. 
There's no fee or contract 
involved. We' re not an employ-
ment agency. We' re a temporary 
service company. We employ 
people like you because many 
companies (our customers) need 
your ski lls to help get their work 
done. And it's not just typing and 
secretarial work. We also employ 
clerks, bookkeepers, receptionists 
and more. 
CALL US FOR DETAILSI 
453 Pierce St. 
Monterey 
372-8188 or 758-9113 
An equel Opporluntty employe' WIF 
5 
COMMISSARY ADVISORY COUNCIL 
If you hove any suggestions, complaints, 
or compliments, please contact our 
OSWC COMMISSARY ADVISORY 




ABREGO & CHURCH 
Monterey 
373·6101 
HAIR· CUTTING PARLOR 
Natural "wash & wear" raircuts for men 
and women. Individual attention, relaxed 
atmosphere with moderate prices. 
Veronica is originally from House of 
Taber, Ouonset Point. Rhode Island. 
p.uific grove 




Naval Academy (Annapolis), Coast Guard Headquarters, 
Pentagon , Wash. Navy Yard , O ceanographi c Unit, Ft. 
Meade, Andrews AFB, e.G. Yard (Baltimore). 
Complete real estate information on Maryland housing and 
area maps. Four area offices to serve you. 
Write or Call Collect 
Charlotte & Ron Miscavich 
(A Military family) 
TIDEWATER 
REALTY 
ATIN: CHARLOTIE & RON MISCAVICH 
Belair Shopping Center 
Bowie, Maryland 20715 
301 - 262-0700 
301-464-0333 (Res.) 
• 
Navy Dental Technician and Artist Ron Dempsey 
discusses his painting technique with CDR John 
Glynn, Catholic Chaplain. Dempsey presented his 
portrait of Christ to the NPS Catholic chapel. 
HPS Sailor Donates 
Religious Painting 
Ron Dempsey, an artist and also a dental 
t echnician assigned to the N PS dental 
clinic, recently presented on oil painting of 
Jesus to the NPS Catholic Chapel. It was his 
first religious paint ing. 
Asked what inspired him to choose a re· 
ligious subject, the lanky 24-year-old 
Dempsey had a ready answer. "One night I 
attended the chapel f olk and guitar Moss. I 
was so moved by the effort of the parish in 
relating to the young people with the folk 
Moss that I wanted to give something in 
return ." The newly donated painting was 
the result . 
Self -taught, the Canadian-born artist 's 
favori te subjects are people and soiling 
ships. People, he says, are easier. He has 
done portrai ts of famous folk singers such 
as Peter, Paul and Mary, Joan Baez, and 
Judy Collins from personal si ttings. 
Such paintings can be completed rather 
quickly, Dempsey said. On the other hand, a 
recently completed painting of a soiling ship 
took over six months to do. " There's a lot of 
fine detai l that goes into painting ships," 
Dempsey pointed out, with on air of relish. 
He added, "When I paint, I have to be in 
the mood and 'feel' the subject that I'm 
pointing ." 
Dempsey is also an outdoorsman, and 
meets weekly with a group of black powder 
musket shooters to perfect his marksman-
ship wi th h is Kentucky long r if le. 
Dempsey's background includes an As-
socia te of Science degree in dentallaborat-
ory prosthetics from Triton College in River 
Grove, III. , acquired before he joined the 
naval postgraduate 
school news 
Navy in October 1972. His dental dut ies at 
NPS range from taking X -rays to assisting 
during dental surgery. Dempsey pions to 
leave the Navy next October to attend art 
school. 0 
HPS Dental Technician, 
A " Man on t he Go" 
Bruce Roemer likes to think of himself as 
a "man on the go," and for good reason. 
A Navy dental technician, Roemer is as-
signed to the Naval Postgraduate School 
dental clinic. 
When the 22 year-old third class petty 
officer isn't exercising his dental skills, he's 
often found exercising and training in the 
ring preparing for local and Navy boxing 
competition. 
But there's another going concern for 
Roemer, too. During other hours he might 
Navol Postgraduate School Dental Technician 
Bruce Roemer (left) aims a hard but futile swing at 
defending middleweight champion Keith Broom in 
the recent AII.Navy Bolt ing Championships held at 
Mare Islond Naval Ship yard in Valle jo, Ca. 'Broom, 
stationed aboard the USS JOHN F. KENNEDY, reo 
tained his title by a unanimous decis ion before a 
rooring capacity crowd of 1, 100. The Na'lY's West 
ream nipped the East Team, silt matches to fi'le. 
be found at his work bench creating metal 
sculptures, which he and a Navy friend sell 
commercially. 
During the past few weeks, however, box-
ing has been his primary activity. After re-
cently winning the T welfth Naval District 
and West Coast middleweight boxing titles, 
he fought in the A ll -Navy championships 
held at More Island Naval Shipyard in Val-
When Na'lY Boxer Bruce Roemer isn' t causing dental 
problems for his bolting opponents, he assists in 
repairing teeth at the Naval Postgraduate Schoof s 
dental clinic. His duties range from taking X-rays to 
instructing patients in proper tooth care. 
lejo, Ca. Although he wos trounced by de-
fending Al l-Navy champion Keith Broom of 
t he ai rcraft ca rrier John F. Kennedy, 
Roemer hod nothing to be disappointed 
about. 
"I fought a guy who's one of the best," 
Roemer said with considerable admiration 
in his voice. For only his eleventh officiol 
fight, the 165-paund boxer felt he didn't do 
too bodly. 
The St. Charles, Mo. native became in-
terested in boxing through his local boys ' 
club before he jOined the Navy in August, 
1972. He come by his interest naturally -
his father , Tom Roemer, is a former Golden 
Gloves champion from Kentucky. Although 
Roemer's parents discouraged his boxing, 
they left the choice to him. He opted to go 
on. 
His public boxing career began with a 
charity match at Monterey High School, a 
fight he won by unanimous decision. His 
coach for the fight was Vic Jamison of 
Morino, Ca. 
Whereas Roemer's career as a boxer 
began some years ogo, his rise as a metal 
Na val Postgraduate Scllool De"tell r.d.llicioft 
Bruce Roemer (left) and Ron Allred look Met OM 01 
Roemer's metal sculptures. Tlte two port-Ii ... 1CIf,lp-
tors have a shop on Monterey's fomous C.,..,., 
Row. 
7 
sculptor has been recent and meteoric. He 
was watching a sculptor friend, Navy dental 
technician Ron Allred, at work on a bronze 
seagull in flight . The graceful sculpture was 
mode up of scraps of wire and sheet metal 
soldered together. Instantly attracted to the 
art, Roemer took a few lessons from Allred 
and his new career was launched. Or, as he 
puts it, " 1 got my creotive legs under me." 
The two now sell their works commer-
cially in their own shop, Monterey Metal 
Arts, on Monterey's famous Connery Row. 
Their subjects are likely to t:'e drown from 
the local scene - cypress trees, Monterey 
Wharf scenes, sea birds in f light. 
Roemer's talent with his hands also 
shows in his doily work as a dental techni-
cian. His duties range from making X-rays 
and instructing patients in proper toath 
core, to assisting during dental surgery. 
"You find out how valuable our work is 
when you have a chipped or broken tooth," 
he said. " We'll fix you up and it'll improve 




But even a "man on the go" has to slow 
down sometime. Roemer plans to leave the 
Navy - and boxing - behind him next 
August to attend college, and to further his 
sculpting career. 0 
NPS Professor 
Appointed Internotionol 
Science Foir Judge 
Naval Postgraduate School Professor 
Craig Comstock has been appointed a 
judge at the International Science and En-
gineering Fair in Denver on May 1 1- 15. T he 
appointment was made by the Chief of 
Noval Research. Prof. Comstock will be 
judging the mathematics and computer en-
tries for the Navy Science Cruiser Awards. 
Prof . Comstock teaches in the NPS 
Mathemat ics Department . An NPS 
graduate and former military instructor at 
U"f."iJ~.J 
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Beautiful Birch Bookcases 
Available in widths 
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with adjustable shelves 
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If you are considering a home purchase, contact 
J OHN G. TILLSON OR STAN NEANDE R 
"Dedicated to serving service families ' real estate needs " 
KIRCHNER REAL TV 
731 1 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego, Calif. 92 111 
CALL COLLECT 714·292·4040 
OAKRIDGE 
DUNBAR T O N R OAD .. U .S. 101 
STONE, POST & FLOWER HOMES 
HOMESITES AVAILABLE NOW - CALL 659-2247 
the school, he is now a member of the 
school's civilian faculty . He has also taught 
at Penn State University and the University 
of M ichigan, and has a Ph.D. in applied 
mathematics from Harvard. 0 
IMPROVE YOUR TENNIS 
Whether you are a beginner or on ad-
vanced player, tennis lessons are available 
to meet your needs through the Recreation 
Department. SpeCial military rates include: 
Private lessons: $6.50 for 30 minutes, 
13.00 for I hour. 
Group lessons for 1 hour: $7.00 ea. for 
two people, $5.00 for three people, $4 .00 
for four people, other groups rates available 
- maximum 8 people. 
Family lessons: $5.00 ea. for 1 hour, 
$10.00 f lat ra te for 3 or more. 
Children's lessons: $3 .50 for 1 hour 
(Groups of 4 only). 
Hou'rs are arranged through the Recrea-
tion Office (646-2466). The instructor is 
John Campbell. John is a graduate of Stan-
ford University where he quarterbacked the 
Indians in three consecutive Rose Bowls. 
For fifteen years he was varsity tennis coach 
at Monterey High School during which time 
the team won 12 League Championships. 
He holds sta te and notional rankings in 
Senior Tennis. John's teaching objective is 
to quickly develop boll control in his stu-
dents. 
For more information you may contact 
the Recreation Deportment at 646-2466 or 




CHINESE & AMERICAN DINNERS 
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By Joon Sosnicky 
WHA T'S A NICE FELLOW 
LIKE YOU ... ? 
By Red Layton 
A mark of a good actor is the ability to 
disappear in his part so the audience is 
aware only of the character and not of the 
person who is playing the role . The male 
members of the Noval Postgroudate School 
Little Theater go beyond this, and not only 
subjugate their own character to that of the 
port, but also manage to hide the fact that 
behind-the-person-behind-the-role is a 
military man. 
Such a procedure is common in the mili -
tary Little Theaters around the world, but 
nowhere is it more evident, or perhaps I 
should say less evident, than at Monterey, 
where the majority of the mole octors ore 
not only military, but olso deeply involved as 
graduate students. They have carried out 
this transition so well that the audience 
rarely if ever associates the cropshooting 
dancers in "Guys and Dolls" with fighter 
pilots, engineering oHicers on destroyers, 
dental technicians, or the myriad of other 
military jobs represented by these people. 
Tryouts for the Spring Musicals generally 
bring out several women for each available 
part and those who aspire to the chorus or 
dance line usually have had some training in 
these areas. For example, one of the wamen 
dancers in "South Pocific" was a former 
Radio City Music H al l Rockette, and a 
former June Taylor dancer and instructor 
danced in "Fiorello." On the other hand, I 
can reca ll but two men who had previous 
dance training, yet the mole dancers tradi-
tionally bring down the house. Maybe it's 
their enthusiasm ra ther than their skill , but 
feature section 
there have been instances, such as the 
cowboys' dance in "Oklahoma" which 
have literally stopped the show. 
Perhaps it is the training of mastering the 
catapult system on a carrier, or maneuver-
ing a cruiser that enables these men to 
adapt to the routines of the stage, but it is 
olways a thrill to watch them blossom into 
actors and dancers. 
The male performer at NPS who has had 
extensive training in the theater is a rarity. I 
think particularl y of Newell Tarrant, NFO 
in F-4's, who grew up in his father's Erie, 
Pennsylvania, Playhouse and acted as a 
child with Wolter Motthau and others. 
Newell storred in "Cot On A Hot Tin Roof" 
and as Professor Higgins in "My Fair Lady." 
There have been others who have brought 
to the stage a non-dramatic background, 
such as Bob Amos who had been a concert 
singer, but had never acted until he played 
Jud in "Oklahoma." Bob went on to play 
other roles and is renowned on the Penin-
sula for his lead in "The Man of La Man-
cha" at the Community Theater in Carmel. 
Not only do these men excell on the 
stage, but many have found the time, 
energy and talent to achieve additional 
goals simultaneously with their acting. Mike 
Shortal, a lead in "Guys and Dolls," won the 
IEEE Student Paper Award during rehear-
sals and Kirby Hanson, "Camelot," won the 
12th Naval District Talent Competition. 
Denny Denham, while obtaining his MS in 
Oceanography, worked both backstage 
and on stage and has gone down to some 
sort of unacclaimed fame as the author of 
"Cramalat," which the OSWC has made a 
tradition at their Welcome Aboard prog-
rams. 
How do these men combine being milit-
ary, students and actors? The simplest 
answer is by proper allocation of their time. 
At any given time during the rehearsal 
period for a new show, one can find several 
men in the bock of the theater or in th~ lower 
lobby taking fu ll advantage of the period 
between times they are needed on stage to 
scan a text or rework a computer program. 
Of course learning to tap dance for" Any-
thing Goes" requires extra eHort for the 
pilot of a rescue helicopter, and developing 
a western drawl for the "Oklahomo" mar-
shall is difficult for a Federal German Navy 
officer, but with the "con do" spirit that 
abounds in all of the services, these men 
accept the new challenge and perform with 
elan . 
All is not easy, however. I recall arranging 
for a helicopter to pick up 0 Coast Guard 
officer from his ship, which hod been di-
verted to Morro Bay, so that he could make 
the dosing night performance, and having 
to do without a key backstage member be-
cause he hod been called out on a search 
and rescue mission from the Naval Air Facil -
ity. But, to coin on old phrase, " The show 
must go on" and those in the audience 
enjoy the show, little thinking about the un-
usual real life part played by the performers. 
One addi t ional word to take me out of the 
chauvinist class. I have discussed the mole 
military because they have been in the ma-
jori ty, but the some comments apply to the 
female military who hove been, and are, an 
important part of the organization. In fact 
because of the extra challenge of being a 
woman in uniform, these troupers have 
added one additional dimension to the 
military-person-charocter combination. 0 
Red Layton played his first role in a military 
Little Theoter in 1945 and was active in Navy 
theater groups until his retirement in 1968 . 
Since coming to Monterey in 1965, he has 
been involved with over thirty shows with the 
Naval Postgraduate School LiHle Theater as 
an actor, producer, director, and technical di-
rector. He considers as his high points at NPS 
the sets he designed for"A Man For All Sea-
sons" and "Gigi" and his roles as Big Daddy in 
"Cat On A Hot Tin Roo" and Coione' Pick .... • 
;n9 in "My Fair Lady." He is on Associate 
Professor of Aeronautics and a reg;st~ Pro-
fessional Engineer. 
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Dining Out: ia, 
~"li~"l, ~~,~" 
We hove good news and bod news for 
you this month. As usual we've enjoyed 
By Polly Butler & Sue Moody / 
"--~--
ourselves (most of the time) and we con loyered meat, cabbage and bread, very 
rove about two very good places. good, as was olso the seafood stew _ bet-
So you get the good news first, this time, ter than a bouillabaisse, we felt . These 
and it's THE PARLOR, at 201 Von Buren entrees come with on artichoke first fortwo, 
in Monterey. This used to be Mary's Teo then a choice of salad or soup. The otmos-
Room, but reopened very recently under dif - phere was pleasantly blond, and the meal 
ferent management. There is a young and moderately priced. With a Y2 litre of house 
enthusiastic crew in charge now, who run wine and one cheese coke (delicious) and 
The Porlor as a small luncheon and dinner coffee, the meal came ta about $18.00. 
restaurant, with a lovely view of the boy. But A better-than-overage Mexican restaur-
best of all , the food is delicious. The evening ant we tried for lunch recently is JOSE'S, at 
we dined there we started with homemade 611 lighthouse. A complete, very filling 
leek soup. I wished my bowl were larger until Mexican plate luncheon is under $2.00, and 
the entree arrived . We hod a choice of two the food is all freshly prepared. 
selections, solman fresh from the Boy with a We cannot be so enthusiastic about the 
cream sauce; or lomb sirloin chops mari- OUTRIGGER, where we recently brunched 
nated in olive oil, garlic, rosemary, and one Sunday morning with our children. The 
such . These were served on very warm decor has been renovated since our visit 
plates, which we appreciated, and they there last year, and is very attractive; and 
were both delicious. The sauce for the sal- the view is, as always, superb. We cannot 
moo was just perfect - and we're very say the same for the food . The salad bar did 
fussy about sauces now. No large, heavy have a lot of shrimp, and the iceberg lettuce 
amount covered everything as it does at the was cold . We also liked the fruit varieties, as 
Sardine Factory . This sauce was light, they were fresh (melons, apples and 
gently spiced with tarragon, and incredibly oranges) . But there was nathing unusual 
good. The entrees here change weekly, and offered, and the meat and main course was 
sometimes nightly, so if curious you may boringly mediocre with no sense of adven-
wish to call ahead. We understand there is ture except perhaps for the hom sauce. The 
more choice at lunch time. A spinach salad beef was overcooked and under tasted, the 
followed our entree, and it was really good, patatoes were mix-mashed, and the rolls 
too. If we'd stayed for dessert it would have uninspired supermarket. The desserts were 
been melon, deliciously dressed up - but Christmas colored Jello cokes. Our meal 
we couldn't . We also had sour dough bread, (children are half-priced) with the buffet, a 
and butter, and coffee, and the bill (with Yl pat of teo and two milks, come to over $12. 
litre of wine) come to about $18.00 for two. We do not recommend this place. 
The entrees were $7.50eoch. We wish The We also revisited THE OLD BATH 
Parlor our very best, and hope it will be able HOUSE on Lover's Point in Pacific Grove. 
to maintain its friendly relaxed enthusiasm The initial kinks have been removed, and 
and its delicious food . We highly recom- the food is very good. We tried the recom-
mend this as a place ta eat. mended veal dishes, and particularly en-
was also good. Be prepared for higher prices 
here, as everything is a 10 corte. Our meal, 
with the entrees, two salads, and capuc-
cino, with a bottle of California wine, was 
about $30.00. 
Another visit for a luncheon at TH E 
HIGHLAND'S INN ($6.00 each plus wine), 
was not so satisfactory. The salad bar was 
super, but the meal selections very ordinary 
and the dessert choices equally uninspired . 
The view, however, is spectacular. 
We were about to close up, but now we 
have to report another cafe we just hap-
pened onto in Carmel for a Friday lunch. It is 
the CAFE FIGARO on Dolores between 7th 
and 8th . The selections are baSically Italian, 
and all are prepared from scratch after your 
arrival. So be prepared to relax, have some-
thing to drink, and wait for a delightful meal. 
The pas ta 01 pesta (spinach posta) is espe-
cially recommended and good. We hod a 
jock and solami sandwich which was ade-
quate, and a chef's salad with lots of 
goodies and garlic, which was very good . 
With a YJ litre of the house white wine, our 
bill was about $7.00 for two. The decor here 
is mixed metaphor; nothing but the napkins 
match, and the results are charming . There 
is patio dining available as well as inside, so 
when you have the time for a leisurely meal 
we recommend you try this place, as it's 
unusual, unhurried, and good. Dinners are 
served as well, with no reservations neces-
sary; closed Tuesdays. As this is another 
new eating place on the Peninsula (it 
opened in March), we wish it well. 
So the goad news outweighs the bod 
here, and we are delighted to be able to 
report so favorably on two new openings. 
We wish you all happy eating, and have fun. 
More elegant, with as lovely but different joyed the saltimbocca. The veal piccata 
view and atmosphere, was the CLUB XIX F"""~"""'~"""~"""-'=-'="'~"""""'""""""""""-~"""'~~~"""'''''''"'''='''''~'''''=''''''''''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''~~ at Del Monte Lodge. We tried this for lunch 
Cheers. 0 
as we know the dinners can be very expen-
sive. So was lunch. For $19.00 for two we 
tried the Friday specialities of a mixed sea-
food in a delicious sauce, and beef Bourgig-
non. Bread and butter was included, but no 
salad, a bottle of California chablis, coffee 
and one pastry. The sauces were elegant, 
but the beef itself was quite stringy and 
tough . Here the tip is included in the price of 
the meal . The service is very good; it should 
be. 
TH E CAPTAIN'S COVE on Cannery Row '4 ' ""bJ /". , C.JI 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
Fo, Very Wide Feet We Stock to EEE 
For Very N.arrow Feet We Stock to AAA 
Your Doctor's Orthopedic Prescr iptions 
Accur~tely Filled 
Dance Wear 
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With This Ad 
$ 1.00 off to Mili tary on 1 SI Piir ,.. 
of leather shoes for childre n 
J7J-I IZ' is a pleasant place to eat Portugese cook- (~b;"J Mo"',,,y POll DIu ) 
ing. The soupas was a hardy country dish of b.;""~""""""","';'""""""';'"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,j 
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FIGHTING CHILD ABUSE 
Several weeks ogo, I attended a meeting 
at St. Timothy's Lutheran Church on child 
abuse. Audrey La Barre, the guest speaker, 
gave a short talk and ron a fjlm on child 
abuse . The film had pictures of abused chil-
dren, and every person in the room was 
shocked and almost sickened by what they 
sow. Little babies hod been placed in boiling 
wqter or hod cigarette burns on their backs. 
Many hod scars and cuts and block eyes. 
One infant hod even been sexually abused . 
After seeing that, I was stunned when the 
film called the porents who hod done the 




Some general facts about child abusers 
seem to indicate that although they ore 
poorly adjusted, they are normal. Many 
hove been abused themselves as children. 
They are socially isolated, have unreal ex-
pectations of their children, and in general 
have unsupportive spouses. When any sort 
of stress overcomes their precarious equilib-
rium, the parents can't deal with it realisti -
cally and punish the child. Audrey told us 
more about the problem of child abuse, and 
also explained what happens to a family 
which has on abuse problem. 
Much of what Audrey said was repeated 
for me when I went ta visit Judy Duff. Judy is 
Program Coordinator for the Child Abuse 
Prevention Council in Monterey. When she 
tolked to me, she was very helpful with in-
formation and ideas. First, she provided me 
with some statistics. Children under three 
are the most severely obused, partly be-
cause they are the most vulnerable and 
partly because they haven't learned yet how 
to ovoid their parents' anger. One-holf of 
the children abused are school age. More 
teenage girls than boys are abused, perhaps 
because of our sexual standards. More 
women abuse than men, partly because 
more women are in the home raiSing chil-
dren than men. And child abuse is not on 
economic problem - it occurs at all social 
levels and is as equally present in wealthy 
homes as in poor ones. 
Child abuse has only recently been seen 
as 0 separate problem. In the early 60's, Dr. 
Kempe in Denver called it the "child abuse 
syndrome." Earl ier, parents were usually 
seen as monsters. Now specialists think 
that such behavior is learned and can be 
un-learned or altered. Judy said, "Our soci-
ety considers children as property." It is ac-
ceptable to use violence to discipline them. 
After all, where do you draw the line? 
Sponkings with the hand, a hair brush, a belt 
or even rod are all considered normal by a 
majority af people. If normal parents can do 
that, on abusive parent probably considers 
it equally normal to use his fists or even a 
hammer (which has happened) . 
Abusive parents can alter their behavior 
by "reparenting." Therapy helps rebuild 
their insecure ego, and changes unrealistic 
expectations. Such parents often hod in-
secure childhoods, and no one intervened to 
help them, resulting in a feeling of isolation 
from other people and society. They then 
hove babies, expecting that their children 
will give them the nurturing and love they 
never hod, and bring them esteem. Thus, 
they feel it is a reflection on them when the-
child is bod. They may have little ideo of 
what a normal child is capable of at differ-
ent stages of development, and may hold 
unrealistic expectations of what their child 
should or should not be doing . 
Both Audrey and Judy outlined the pra-
ORDERS TO THE SAN DIEGO AREA? 
CALL NANCY NORTHRUP 
355 THIRD AVENUE 714-422-0177 
'M
CHULA :~::: 9::NEy & ASSOCIATEs,R::;:::~: 
REAL ESTATE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
APPRAISALS NOTARY 
By Ma ry Arnote 
cedures followed when a child abuse case 
comes to light. First comes identification of 
the problem, perhaps by a neighbor, 
teacher, or pediatrician. Surprisingly, many 
damaged children ore token repeatedly to a 
doctor who may not ever suspect child 
abuse, while the parents are secretly hoping 
he will see it and help them. After identifica-
tion, a repart goes to the Child Protective 
Services of the county Social Services De-
portment. Anyone making a report need not 
give their nome. A worker from the Service 
goes out to the nome, investigates, and 
then calls the police, who are the only ones 
who can remove a child from the home. 
Then doctors determine if there is a case of 
child abuse, and within 72 hours a court 
hearing determines if the abuse warrants 
the child being kept in protective custody, or 
if the child can go home agoin. If the child is 
taken away, more investigation is done dur-
ing the next two weeks. A case for the 
courts is mode up on why ta toke the child 
away for a longer time, and a worker is 
dealing with the family, attempting to de-
termine the problem and trying to da some-
thing to help. The judge makes the final 
decision on whether to take the child away 
and what should be required of the parents 
as treatment. His choice is extremely hard 
since foster care is less than ideal, being a 
disruption for the child ta be taken from his 
home, no matter how insecure it is. 
Audrey La Borre works for the Family 
Crisis Intervention Unit of the county Social 
Services Deportment, and she and her fel-
low workers constitute the "shock troops" 
in dealing with child abuse. They make first 
contact when a report comes in, go out to 
the home to decide if there is actually abuse, 
and decide whether ex not to call the police. 
Their first contact with the family is most 
crucial, and the importance of their rela-
tionship with the family is continued in 
further work with therapy or counseling. 
Audrey calls herself a "hooker-upper." She 
gets porents in touch with people who con 
help, from A.A., if drinking is the pooblem, 
to a therapy group. c..,.,. __ 
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Judy Duff is Program Coordinator for the 
Child Abuse Prevention Council, a non-
profit private organization . According to re-
search, child abuse is a multi -level problem 
which must be solved by an approach from 
many directions, including the schools, 
government, police, the home itself and the 
community at large. Judy gave me some 
statistics to show that the community needs 
to be aware of the problem. In 1972, there 
were 1200 referrals of chi ld abuse here on 
the Monterey Peninsulo. In 1975, there were 
1300 to 1 400 cases reported, with 274 court 
actions. If the Monterey Peninsula can pro-
duce such statistics, the problem definitely 
exists and yet no one seems much aware of 
it . 
The Council is geared to organize com-
munity members from all areas and careers 
for fighting child abuse . T heir program 
works on prevention and treatment. They 
are trying to get the schools involved, by 
giving them guidelines for identification and 
report ing abuse cases. They are working on 
public awareness with brochures and speak-
ing engagements so that more people will 
become aware of the problem and of how to 
deal with it. They are alsa working through 
existing community agencies, such as the 
YWCA, on developing programs to help 
both parents and children. 
Judy described another o'rganization here 
that is helping parents with abusive tenden-
cies . The Parents Anonymous Chapter, 
guided by Michael McPhearson, works 
much like A .A ., with voluntary participation 
once a week, by parents who have problems 
with their children . In a form of group 
therapy, they learn to overcome their isola-
t ion by shoring ideas and experiences. They 
discover that other parents feel the same 
pressures, and have the some problems . 
Hopefully, through such contact parents 
can learn how to cope with their stresses 
more constructively and try to revamp their 
expectations. 
The Child Abuse Prevention Council is 
also setting up other programs that would 
help in abuse problems. Most important is a 
center for drop-in child core. When parents 
reach the lost reserves of pat ience, and 
know they are losing their cool, they could 
pap their child in the center, no matter what 
time of day or night, and have some hours 
to themselves to regain their perspective. 
For parents who can't offord a babYSitter, 
the center would allow them time to them-
selves, if only to go shopping or leisurely 
clean house. One teacher who is in the Reg-
ional Occupational Program has turned her 
closs in early childhood education into a 
drop-in center. The results have been good, 
since the students have gotten valuable ex-
perience, while the parents have gotten 
blessed relief . 
The Council is also providing information 
on child abuse to the Monterey Peninsula 
Youth Project, which runs a 24-hour crisis 
phone. When parents call in, the Youth Pro-
ject would be able to provide on outlet for 
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airing their problems and also know to 
whom to refer them for help. 
So for, Judy reports that this orea doesn't 
have a treatment program deSigned anly for 
abusive parents. Instead, they are referred 
to other general programs, such as A.A., 
family counseling or other therapy groups. 
She thinks such a program would be worth 
while. T he Extended Family Center in Son 
Francisco has hod a good success rate in 
treating abusive parents with graup ses-
sions and therapy and a similar program 
would be helpful here. 
Judy also hod other ideas on how to cope 
with the problem of child abuse. An impor-
tant one would be classes on parenting in 
the schools, so that young people find out 
what really happens when a baby comes 
along . Instead of on image of bassinettes 
and gentle cooing, they would discover 
temper tantrums, dirty diapers, and 2 a .m. 
feedings, and they would develop more 
realistic expectations of what a child is like 
at different stages of growth. Another sim-
pler ideo would be baby-sitting in groceries, 
so that a harassed parent doesn't have to 
jockey a pre-schooler and a babe-in-arms 
along the aisles while trying to fill her shop-
ping cart. (From what I've seen of some 
poor mothers in commissaries, I hearti ly 
agree.) 
If you have any ideas on how to help, or 
on what could be done, Judy Duff will wel-
come your letter at : 
Child Abuse Prevention Council 
140 W. Fronklin St . 
Suite 203 
Monterey, CA. 93940 
If you have any further questions on child 
abuse, please call me, or contact the Coun-
cil ot 649-0834. 0 
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NEW ENGLAND CRANBERRY STEW 
3 to 3 y, Ibs. leon beef, cubed 
2 T . oil 
1 pkg. fresh or frozen cranberries 
1 c. chopped onion 
2 c. diagonally cut celery pieces 
V2 c. woter 
Y3 C. sugar 
I t. Kitchen Bouquet 
In a deep, heavy kettle, brown meat on all 
sides in the oil. Season with sah and pepper. 
Add onion, 1 c. celery, water, cnd about V3 
of the cranberries. Cover and cook slowly 2 
to 2Y2 hours or until the meat is tender, 
adding water only if needed to prevent stick-
ing. About 15 minutes before the meat is 
done, odd the remaining celery and cran-
berries as well as the sugar and the Kitchen 
Bouquet. Stew may be thickened with flour 
and water paste if desired. Serve with 
mashed potatoes and quickly steamed 
cabbage. 
STEAMED CABBAGE 
Finely slice one small to medium cab-
bage. Place in sauce pan with lid . Add a 
scant tsp. sugar, Y2 tsp. salt, and a pinch of 
dill weed. Bring to a rapid boil and steam 
with Y4 c. water 5 to 7 minutes. 
OVEN-GLAZED CORN BEEF 
4 to 5 Ibs. corned beef 
2 onions 
6 whole cloves 
6 peppercorns 
2 large boy leaves 
2 garlic cloves 
Y3 cup firmly packed brown sugar 
, T. prepared mustard 
Make little pockets in the meat and insert 
slivers of garlic. Stud the onions with the 
doves. Place beef and onions in kettle and 
cover with cold water. Add peppercorns, 
bay leaves. Cover, bring to a boil, then lower 
heat so that the meat does nat boil but 
simmers for about 4 hours. Allow meat ta 
cool slightly in broth. Remove to shallow 
baking dish. Combine the sugar and mus-
tard to make a paste ta be spread over the 
meat. Bake in 3500 oven about 30 minutes 
or until gloze is bubbly and brown. Cut in 
thin slices across the grain. Serve with pars-
leyed potatoes, buttered carrots and cab-
boge wedges. 
JHIRMACK PRODUCTS 
Wendy Worth • Phillip Hanson 
536 Abrego, Monterey 
on the balcony, across from The Clock 
By Nancy Barto 
with the help of CAPT Deon Taylor, CDR 
Dick McCongial , MAJ Bob Sullivan and 
LCDR Arne Soderman 
The preceding recipes were provided by 
CAPT Deon T oylor, Chief of Stoff ot NPS. In 
addition to the recipes, CAPT Taylor also 
commented on his interest in cooking. I be-
lieve his statements are worth sharing with 
the reoders of CLASSMATE. 
"Cooking not only provides a creative 
and relaxing outlet, but accomodates the 
aspirations of a chemist to exercise a form 
of professionalism which can be shored with 
others ot the table. 
"My interest in cooking developed early 
in life, as the opportunity presented itself to 
toke on active role in culinery creations 
while camping. Concern for the quality of 
the food preparation stimulated actions to 
toke the role of chef, a custom which has 
been manifest on several occasions. Not 
only has it been useful in specific situations 
but when faced with the responsibility of 
continuing a household, it has proved to be 
most useful. 
"Cooking is something that every man 
could find handy and I consider it important 
to the Naval officer who suddenly is faced 
with the responsibility of coring for others, a 
family, or just himself. It can be fun~ I would 
like to develop a short course in survival 
cooking for single officers at NPS." 
CDR Dick McGonigal, our second con-
tributor, provided us with a colorful au-





one found in Uncle John's Bread Book." 
"Dick McGonigal, born in '723, lives in 
New Monterey. His search for his own hu-
manity is not really frustrated by teaching, 
counselling international students, garden-
ing, carpentry or working with little 
Leaguers. To be contrary, heis 100% upfor 
his tour at NPS. 'Educated' at Cornell, Col-
umbia and Michigan State, he espeCially 
enjoys teaching human resource manage-
ment and assorted electives in organiza-
tional behavior. He is glad that he joined the 
Navy, though he has served more tours with 
Marines than with sailors, and he looks for-
ward to his next career in teaching. As 
coordinator for our International Students 
he is currently receiving new perspectives of 
American culture as taught by them." 
BREAD 
First, boil the heck out of two cups of milk 
('till it gets scummy on top) . Add ~ cup 
sugar and 4 t. salt. Put this into a big bowl 
and let cool ta "warm-not hot" so as not to 
kill the yeast. Soften a cake of yeast in some 
warm water and add to mixture. Slowly mix 
in 4 c. whole wheat flour and 4 c. natural, 
untreated white flour. Add more flour if you 
haven't yet got 0 ball that you can control 
on the bread board. Dust the bread board 
with flour and roll the dough out into it. 
Now, have a bash - punching it and 
squishing it for a good 8 minutes. You will 
know when to stop - when the glutens get 
shiny. Rail it into a greased bowl, cover and 
leave in a warm place until it rises to the rim 
of the bowl. Punch it down and fold in 1 c. 
raisins and * c. sunflower seeds and some 
onion flakes. Let rise again and divide into 
two bolls. Put into two pans and bake at 
4250 for 15 minutes, then at 35CY for 40 
minutes. Rub a bar of margarine across the 
top of the loaves as you toke them out of the 
oven and get them out of the pans ASAP 
Serve only to your best friends 
C .... d . ... p 24 
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Administra tive Science 
Sections MA53 a nd MB53 ore saying 
farewell to NPS this month. The men and 
women are deporting with mixed emotions. 
This has been a tour to remember: the May 
Dining Out; the Italian Coso Nostra party 
hosted by Don and Lindo BERKEBILE and 
Ed and Ann HERNANDEZ; the luncheon at 
the 0 Club with CDR BEALES, Supply Of-
ficer, giving moving hints; and the super-
exciting double baby shower for Pam 
GAGEN and Bonnie METZGER ca-
hastes sed by Carol TRUESDELL, Harriet 
JAMES and Jon NYENHUIS at The Parlor 
Restaurant. 
Air-Ocean Sciences 
The wives of Sections XS62 and XA62 
met for lunch at the Crepe in Carmel. Bea 
SHROBO was the hostess. One Saturday, 
the two sections had a picnic and train ride 
at Roaring Camp and Big Trees Narrow 
Gouge Roilrooo at Felton. The cost was $1 0 
for a family of three for a one-hour train ride 
to the top of Bear Mountain and bock down . 
Hiking trails and picnic tables ore locoted on 
the grounds. The coordinators for the trip 
were Dick and Jodie PAINE. Baby showers 
were held for Bea SHROBO (hosted by Pot 
DELANEY) and Sharon HAYES (hostessed 
by Romelle NALL). 
Computer Science 
Koren MULLER, Nancy DALTON, and 
Marylee DOYLE whipped up a terrific picnic 
lunch for everyone to enjoy after a Saturday 
baseball game. Their team is in first place. 
George and Roula DANICUS, from 
Greece, put in many long hours of practice 
in preparation of their Greek dances for In-
ternational Night. 
International Night gave us only 0 taste 
of the Danicus' Greek customs. Rother than 
celebrating birthdays in Greece, the day one 
is given his name is celebrated. George's 
name day celebration in the traditional 
Greek fashion was April 30. 
The section met for a family picnic at 
Taro Park. A day of cooking outdoors, 
baseball, volleyball , and sunshine sure 
beats spending a beautiful Sunday at the 
computer center! 
Notional Security Affairs 
The Y 63 group abandoned its Lenten 
vows and frolicked at Dick and Susie COE'S 
wine tasting party. After sampling 20 bat-
tles of wine, no one was very coherent, ex-
cept Jim Easterly. At least he didn't have 
any trouble getting home - until someone 
stopped on his hand . 
During International Day festivities, the 
Air Force wives welcomed visitors who 
stopped to admire the baseball theme of the 
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U.S.A. display and to sample the goodies. 
Mary PEEKE invited the wives to bring 
their favorite pastries to her home where 
samples and recipes were traded. 
Husbands and wives have enjoyed at-
tending the American studies closs. Dr. 
Fronk Teti's lectures on topics ranging from 
William James' pragmatism to the "conspi-
racy" of the Spanish-American War have 
stunned, stimulated, and startled. 
CLASSMA TE staff members took 0 break from the 
grind at a no-host cocktail party held ot the large La 
Meso Village home of Don and Mary BEPRITIS . 
Weapons Technology and 'Weapons En-
g ineering 
WT62 and WE62 - what busy people! A 
Box Social was hosted by Douglas and Val-
erie HAMILTON (Canadian Forces) in their 
beautiful Carmel home. Frances CASTEEL 
was given a baby shower at the home of 
Gingie GLOVER, after Dovid's birth . The 
wives hod brunch-lunch at the Highlands 
Inn, "overlooking the beautiful Pacific 
Ocean." Then the crowd gathered at the 
FUNKS - Rick and Connie - for Chinese 
food and wine. 
Wine and cheese were the fare at Pat and 
Grant RALPH'S end of quarter soiree. 
Canadian organization achieved a gas-
tronomical coup for persuading each guest 
to bring his favorite cheese and a bottle of 
wine ... and there were na duplications! De-
luxe desserts (the cheesecake was divine) 
tapped off the evening of good company 





Every other quarter or so Cathy and Mike 
GAZAREK get the urge to have one of their 
famous (infamous?) SO's porties ... and this 
was it! The section is getting quite profes-
sional about costuming with greased-bock 
hair and chinos complementing felt skirts 
with rhinestone poodles. Mike's artillery 
punch (an evil brew) did its work, but Cathy 
saved the day with a grand midnight supper 
starring her chicken tetrozzini . 
Novol Engineering 
Members of NE62 met at the Iron Horse 
Saloon for dinner and then attended the 
Little Theatre's presentation of the "Sound 
of Music." 
They gathered en masse at the 
Warehouse on Cannery Row for an evening 
of pizza, singing, and revelry . Section wives 
met for lunch at the Hidden Village earlier 
this month. The atmosphere was old New 
Orleans and the lunch delicious and leis-
urely. 
;~~::NG""·""""~-il 
l T Olaf M . LUBECK, USNR 
L T George W. SCHWENKE, USN 
L T Leslie R. CARTER, USN 
Dovid, 9Ibs., 10 oz., March 19, 1976 to 
LT. and Mrs. Robert CASTEEL. 
R V GENERAL STORE 
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IMPRESSIONS OF FATHERHOOD 
Fatherhood is one of the many aspects of 
life that most men find themselves totally 
unprepared·for (sic). While it is usually not 
very difficult for us to become a father, to 
develop into a good one is a challenge that 
demands patience, intelligence and a grea t 
deol of time. 
When the doctor cheerfully announces 
that " It's a boy" or " It 's 0 girl," you come 
face-ta-face for the first time w ith the physi-
cal fact of this child of yours who will be 
totally dependent on you for years to come. 
The first ch ild obviously brings with him the 
most intense thoughts and questions, for 
with his arrival, a whole new identity is 
thrust upon you. 
A child is an incredibly complex being. 
Approximately ten billion brain cells ore 
stored inside his head. T his is an infinitely 
more complex assemblage than is to be 
found in the most intricote high-speed com-
puter. During the first four years of life, he 
will develop about 50% of his adult intell ig-
ence. The responsibility of successfully 
guiding this little bundle of potentials f rom 
infancy to adulthood is an awesome one, 
but a challenging and rewording one as 
well. 
The world we live in offers only additional 
problems. The roles of mole and female, 
father and mother have dramatically al-
tered in the last fifty years. Even when we 
were growing up, our fathers considered 
many aspects of home and offspring as 
being out of their realm, and therefore no-
thing for them to worry about. They hod 
very little trouble communicating to us what 
a "man's role" in life was because it was 
For discovery, stimulation and a 
refreshing way to see learning as 
fun, visit our workshop/store. 
Toys, educational material , and a 
rich selection of books. 
10 PERCENT OFF 
WITH THIS AD. 
ON PURCHASES OVER $5.00 
North~de 01 5th 
624-0157 
West of Junipero 
P.O. Box Sill 
established firmly for them. Today it is 
much more difficult for a father to fulfill or 
even define what his role should be in rela-
tion to his children or anyth ing else. Social 
scientists tell us that of the 100 children 
you might see playing in an elementary 
school playground, 50 will eventually work 
a t jobs which do not even exist today! 
Fathers can no longer prepare their children 
for on adult life similar to their own because 
society itself will have changed before the 
children grow up. 
The Navy can both enhance and f rus-
trate efforts at becoming a better father . 
Frequent changes in duty stations, with all 
of their accompanying problems, can tend 
to disrupt family life, but it can also tend to 
make the family closer by encouraging 
cooperation and facilitating family activities 
such as travel. When you arrive on Guam 
(for example) with your wife and two kids 
after 37 continuous hours of airplanes and 
MAC terminals, only to discover your 
" plush TLA accomodations" consist of one 
double bed and no electricity, your family 
will be literally quite close for awhile! 
This is an area of military life to which my 
wife and I have given much thought. Both 
coming from migratory DOD families, we 
grew up under circumstances similar to 
those our children now face. Remembering 
our developing years, we both felt at times 
that we had missed something by not hav-
ing one place, one group of friends to call 
home and to keep coming back to; but on 
the whole, because of the kinds of families 
we had, we feel now that the moving around 
benefitted us. When everything around you 
changes every two years or so, your family 
becomes the only thing that remains the 
same. It takes on new meaning and forces 
you to redefine your concept of home to 
that of a loving relationship rather than a 
group of concrete objects. 
On the negative side, deployments and 
long, irregular duty hours can weaken the 
role of the father and can detract greatly 
from your ability to guide and assist your 
children. Father becomes a nebulous figure 
who flits in and out of the picture and is not 
to be greatly relied on. When my older son 
was 2, I was away from home for awhile. 
When I was gone about a week he started 
ca lling every man who came to the house 
"Daddy." When Janet showed him my pic-
ture and told him this was his Daddy, he 
replied, "No, that Daddy went away." 
One of the biggest problems in being a 
father is that most of our training is of the 
on-the-job voriety. We CLASSMATE hus-
bands probably get more of thot thon the 
overage father, as we find ourselves on a 
good many evenings with "the duty" while 
our wives scurry out to staff meetings and 
the like. Trial and error, until quite recently, 
has been about the only "training device" 
available. As the task of being a father has 
rapidly become more complex, a father 
needs more than just patience and love. He 
needs information . A father, whether or not 
snips in 
8nail~ 
By George Schwenke 
(With a little help from 0 friend) 
he realizes it and whether or not he ap-
preciates it, functions as a child 
psychologist. He must understand the work-
ings of his children's minds in order to guide 
them wisely. 
As more and more parents become 
aware of the need for outside help in their 
parenting problems, many good " training 
manuals" have been published . Probably 
my favorite, as it is intended specifically for 
the male parent, is How To Father , by Dr. 
Fitzhugh Dodson. This takes you from the 
delivery room to the college campus. Dod~ 
son also wrote How To Parent , for operatives 
of both sexes. Rudolph Dreikurs' Children 
The Challenge is Janet's favorite guide to 
child behavior and discipline . She has also 
treated me to exerpts from Ginott'sBetween 
Porent and Child and Gordon's P .E. T. 
(Parent Effectiveness Troining). Books 
can't answer every question, but sometimes 
it helps to know your child is not the only one 
who calls the mailman a "poo-poo bucket," 
and to hear how someone else dealt with it. 
Of course, in a real pinch, there's always 
the ultimate weapon, "Honey, come do 
something about your kids!" but fortunately 
that's one that has to be used less and less 
frequently by todoy's fathers. 0 
LT George Schwenke is 0 student in the 
Meteorology segment of 'he A.irlOceon Sci-
ences Curriculum. He will graduate (unless he 
cuts studying for too many mOle midtenns to 
write CLASSMATE ortie/es) in MtNCIt. 1977. 
He come here from Fleet Weother Centro'. 
Guam , and hopes to be heoclittg next 101 





Australia , Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, 
Denmark, Equodor, Germany, Greece, In-
donesia, Iran, Isroel, JOjXIn, Korea, Norway, 
Pakistan, Peru, Phillipines, Portugal, Saudi 
Arabia, Spain, Thailand, Turkey, Ven-
ezuela . 
Above ore listed the 24 countries pres-
ently represented at NPS. lt seems thoteoch 
of these countries has sent to Monterey the 
most intelligent, charming, worm, friendly 
and beautiful people in the land. If any of 
you Americans do not know any of the in-
ternational students and their families, you 
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For information, call Sandy Kolodziej at 
649·0630. 
are missing one of the most enriching ex-
periences you can encounter in Monterey. 
Get involved with the International Commit-
tee . You won't regret it! 
We have known so many wonderful peo-
ple during these past six months. So many 
events it seems we were just planning are 
now happy memories . The childrens' 
Christmas party, meeting the senior officers 
at our holiday open house, the Valentine's 
Donee, International Coffees, scrumptious 
food from the cooking classes, the Son 
Francisco trip, welcoming the new students 
and sponsors at the Kolodziej's party, and 
the Hearst Castle tour. Perhaps the brigh-
test and most beautiful memory is Interna-
tional Day. I have never before been so 
proud of being ossocioted with any group of 
people. You, the International community, 
gave us a joyously spectacular day. 
Getting to know people from so many 
countries has been a rare and wonderful 
privilege. To the Internationals we would 
like to soy, "Thor,k you for your cooperation 
and your kindnesses. Each of your countries 
has chosen well in selecting you to represent 
HAIL 
Sandy Kolodziej 
your land here at the Naval Postgraduate 
School. You are marvelous people." 
To the sponsors we owe a very special 
thank you . Without your efforts and con-
cern, the International Committee simply 
would not exist . From so many conversa-
tions we have hod, we know how deeply so 
many of the sponsors feel for their Interna-
tional friends and how anxious they are to 
be of help. 
A s of June 1 st, Sandy and John Kolodziej 
will become the chairmen of the committee. 
We have worked very closely with them. 
They have been an immense help as our 
assistants. Both of them are extremely in-
terested in the International students and 
their families. 
Our family will be leaving shortly to go to 
Holy Loch, Scotland . We look forward to 
getting to know the Scottish people and 
traveling in Europe, so maybe we'll run into 
some of you again . I certainly hope so! 
One thing is certain, regardless of where 
we go in the future, no other place can 
provide any richer or happier memories. 
Thank you for these . 0 
ROBERT E. FENTON* 
PROFESSIONAL APPRAISER 
of 
Residential Contents & Fine Arts 
Member: 
Appraisers Association of America, Inc. 
American Society of Appraisers 
Court of Fountains 
Carmel, CA. 93921 
Phone 625-1707 
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Race fans ore a breed unto themselves. 
They thrive on the noise, excitement, dirt , 
antic ipation, high prices, cold, thrill, wind, 
sunburn, and suspense that come wi th 
every race. T here were thousands of them 
ot the recent Laguna Seea Triple Crown 
event - and no one left early. 
T here will be thousands more ot future 
Laguna Seea events as well. Upcoming are: 
The Sprints .. . .June 26-27 
Monterey Superbike Int'l. . .July 31-Aug. I 
Monterey Historic Cor Races . . August 28 
Monterey Grand Prix. . . .October I, 2, 3 
1 
If you missed the latest event, the Triple 
Crown, you missed some fine racing. T here 
were three separa te categories of racing. 
The Camel GT consisted of cars designed 
for everyday road use, but modified for rac-
ing within Internationo ~ Motor Sport As-
sociation (IMSA) limit3. Amerioon·mode 
cars ore allowed additional modifications to 
make them compet itive with the more 
sophist icated BMW's and Porsches. The 
winner of the Camel GT was A I Holbert who 
drove a M onzo over the lOO·mile course. 
He averaged 96.6 m .p .h. on the winding 1.9 
mile t rack. Most of the excitement in th is 
race came from the fierce competit ion be· 
focus of the month 
LAGUNA SECA 
By Charlie Johnson 
tween Peter Gregg in 0 BMW (CSL) and 
Mike Keyser, in a Monzo, who battled for 
the second and third positions throughout 
the race. In a great display of driving skill, 
Gregg overtook Keyser in the tight hairpin 
turn, forcing Keyser to spin and lose valu· 
able time. Gregg retained second place but 
could not catch Holbert. 
The B.F. Good6ch Radial Challenge roce 
cars are virtually stock and must race on 
street radial t:-res. The Formula Atlantic 
cars, on the ot!1er hand, are built specifically 
for racing. These one·seat, fenderless cars 
have 2 litre engines. This was their first ap· 
peorance on the West Coast. 
The Laguna Seca Circuit of Champions is 
considered to be the fourth most demand· 
ing driver·oriented course in the world . 
There are virtually no straightaways. The 
top speed is a quick run at 150 m .p.h. with 
many blind curves and turns and few oppor· 
tunities to pass. 
T he races at Laguna Seea ore organized 
and promoted by the Sports Car Racing 
Association of the Monterey Peninsula 
(SCRAMP) and the proceeds from the races 
go to various Monterey Peninsula charities. 
Motor racing at Laguna Seea has raised 
nearly $1 .5 million for charity through 
SCRAMP over the post 18 yeors. 
Some hints for those of you who plan to 
attend upcoming events: Pork in the infield 
and climb the big hill for the best over·oll 
view of the race. Take a warm jacket, plenty 
of cold drinks, somet hing to sit Qn, sunglas-
ses, binoculars, and be prepared for the 
traffic jam after the races . Tickets to 
Laguna Seca events are usually available to 
military at discount prices through the Rec 
Office in Herrmann Hall. And enjoy! 0 
LT Charlie Jahnson is a student in the Noval 
Engineering Curriculum at NPS . As Q regis-
tered professional engineer in the lield 01 
Mechanical Engineering, Charlie linds his re-
tUrn to academia quite a change lrom the pace 
of Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard, where be re-
cently completed a tour as Nuclear S"ip 
Superintendent. In his "spore" rime, Charlie 
tinkers with the cor and"as gotten roilroodetJ 
into being the CLASSMATE's ""otograph.,. 
As a BMW owner, he has a 'een interest in lite 
Laguna Seca racing evenh. 
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Set Your Sights 
By l T John Barry 
The Monterey area oHers a wide variety 
of game and hunting facilities . In particular, 
the military reservations of Fort Ord and 
Fort Hunter liggett afford the ovid 
sportsman plenty 'of game ond area to find 
it. 
The hunting regulations for California are 
published yearly by the California State Fish 
and Game. Their local office is located on 
Gorden Rood, near the Navy Golf course. 
The hunting regulation pamphlets indicate 
the lengths of each season, methods for 
toking game, ond all pertinent information 
concerning hunting in California. The pam-
phlets ore available ot the Fish and Game 
Office and in various sporting good stores in 
the area . 
For the military resident, it's necessary to 
have a valid California Resident Hunting 
License. In order to qualify for this license, 
the applicant must have a California hunt-
ing license from the previous yeor or a 
Hunter Safety T roining Progrom certificate 
of competence from any state. The hunting 
year begins July 1 st, and the majority of 
seasons open during the fall. The hunting 
license can be purchased any time but ex-
pires June 30th. A resident license costs 
$10.00 with an additional charge for duck 
or pheasant stomps. There is also a charge 
if big game hunting is desired . Finally if hunt-
ing on a military reserve, an annual hunting 
permit for the Fort Ord complex is a neces-
sity at an annual charge of $4 .00 for active 
duty military personnel 
After all the administrative requirements 
are completed, it 's finally possible to get 
into the field . Now the enjoyment begins. 
Fort Hunter Liggett in South Monterey 
County, has a good variety of game. Up-
land bird hunters will enjoy the long Quail 
season here. A good portion of the area 
provides sufficient cover for the birds and 
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their feeding areas are very accessible to the 
hunter. The terrain is excellent for using bird 
dogs. 
In addi tion to Quail, there are seasons for 
rabbit, tree squirrels, deer, duck, wi ld pig, 
and several other species. Fort Ord has the 
same game available with the exception of 
wild pig. The next edition of the California 
hunting regulations will provide the neces-
sary information about season durotion, 
and bog limits for each species. At both 
Hunter Liggett and Fort Ord, the hunting 
areas are open only on the weekends or 
designated holidays. 
At Fort Ord, the hunter can join the Rod 
and Gun Club. For further information 
about the club and what they offer, call 
TRI·CITY 
242-5323 . 
Of course, there are many other areas in 
the county and the state conducive to fine 
hunting. Depending upon individual prefer-
ences, California offers any hunter his 
choice of game. 
I hope everyone who wonts will take od-
vantage of this duty station to get out into 
the field, and to each one of you - Good 
Hunting. 0 
LT Barry;s a student in the Weapons Systems 
Science curriculum currently in his secand 
quarter and will graduate in June, 1978. He 
came to Monterey from Virginia Beach, Vir-
ginia, where he served aboard the Patrol Gun 
Boot, USS GREEN BAY. 
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TAKE A CHANCE 
TRY "SPACE A" TRAVEL 
In this period of threatened military 
benefits, we still hove one of considerable 
value which many active duty personnel do 
no t utilize: Space Avai lable Flights. "Space 
A" con be ei ther domestic or foreign. 
On domestic flights, within the 48 can· 
tiguous stotes, only the service member is 
eligible. Many air bases of all the services 
have regularly scheduled flights criss-
crossing coast to coast and points between. 
These utilize almost any type of aircraft 
imaginable, except fighters, ottock planes, 
and the like. A phone call to the passenger 
service terminal or bose operations office at 
almost any faci lity with on airstrip is all it 
tokes to find out what is available. 
Of most interest to families ore the many 
opportunities for overseas trovel (this in-
cludes Alaska and Hawaii) . Generally 
speaking, these ftights are avialable only 
from the following Air Force Bases: Norton 
and Travis in California; McChord in 
Washington; McGuire in New Jersey; An-
drews in Maryland; Dover in Delaware; and 
Charleston in South Carolina. 
The Military Airlift Command provides 
full -time assistance at these bases to dis-
seminate information by phone or in person 
at the passenger terminals. The flights usu-
ally emplay C·SA, C·130 or C·14 I tronsport 
planes, as well as chartered commercial air-
liners. Destinations are worldwide, with 
connecting ftights available at distant bases 
such as in Honolulu or Frankfurt, Germany. 
fIAony people ore afraid to take a chance 
with this type of uncertain travel . They have 
heard that the price is right (freel. but the 
By lCDR Andrew P. 50snicky 
schedule is not worth a dorn. This is a valid 
point, and such travel should not be attemp-
ted if time is short . 
However, if you have two or more weeks 
available, particu larly in non-summer 
months, you will most likely have success. In 
the lost two yeors, for example, we have 
been to Hawaii, Alaska, England and Ger-
many, courtesy of the Air Force. Only one of 
these trips entailed a wait of more thon one 
day. In all cases we were able to live in 
adequate transient quarters at a very 
reasonable cost while waiting overnight, if 
necessary. So, from our experience, the 
benefits hove for outweighed the draw-
backs. 
For anyone interested in this type of 
travel, the summer break and graduation 
leave period are ideal times to try it. If you 
want to go to the For East via Hawaii, then 
Norton or Travis is the best bet. If Alaska or 
Japan is your goal, McChord is almost a 
guaranteed source of a ride. We have found 
that McChord is for enough off the beaten 
path (Tacoma), so that you may even have 
your choice of flights . We were offered one 
to Japan and two to Alaska within twelve 
hours of checking in. On the East Coast, 
Dover is very good for getting to Europe, 
while Charleston is a jumping-off point for 
the Caribbean and South America. 
If you think this type of adventure is for 
you, make sure you have leave papers, 
passports, visas, and shots as required. You 
may soon find yourself on either a plane full 
of cargo, or a Pan Am charter with all the 
frills. Nothing ventured, nothing gained! 
Bon Voyage! 0 
LCDR Andrew P. Sosnicky is a student in the 
Telecommunications Information Systems 
Curriculum (620). He will graduate in 
September, 1976. Andy and his wife, Joon , 





1191 Echo Ave. 
Seaside, Calif. 93955 
(408) 394-6751 
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CuStom sculpture of your boat - motor or sail 
Each piece a unique work of art by nationally IcncNIIi 
Michael Largent. 
These sculptures make an ideal gft. f8l1'lIImbrailll!*. 
- from $95,00. 
Estimates With no ablg.lon 
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NOTES ON WINE 
By William B.B. Maody 
($3 .00 per Y, gallon) ore also very good. I 
haven't yet found a really sa tisfying table 
rose, but we're still looking . Suggestions are 
welcome. 
DOMESTIC QUALITY WINES: In the 
quality line, any bottle of Mirassou you buy 
is almost sure to please ($2 .75 to $12.65 a 
fifth). In the whites, we particularly like 
Wente Brothers Grey Riesling ($2 .30 per 
fifth) . A recent discovery is Robert Mondovi 
Gamay-Rase (about $3.75 per fifth) . The 
package store doesn't corry this, but it's well 
worth finding elsewhere. Well chilled, it's 
really super with almost anything. 
IMPORTED TABLE WINES: In my opin-
ion, the best value for money in bulk red 
wines is the French import leu Royale 
Claret ($2 .30 per Y, gallon, sometimes 
less) . It has the taste of some of the better 
French Bordeaux wines, although its paren-
tage is definitely humble. Don' t be put off by 
the dregs thrown by th is wine. They don't 
hurt anything and even show that the 
French are putting some gropes into the 
delightful liquid. Another very good value is 
the Groa Vasca DOa ($1 .85 per fifth) -
both red and white. We often toke this Por-
tuguese vino on picnics; it 's part icularly 
good with cheese and bread. Again, a good 
rose hasn' t yet recommended itself to us in 
the table wine category or in the" quality" 
category - Mateus has priced itself out of 
our system of va lues. 
IMPORTED QUALITY WINES: Here we 
hove one nome, but in both red and white, 
to recommend . It 's Boron Philippe de 
Rathschild 's Mautan Cadet ($3 .65 per 
fifth). From the point of view of value for 
money, it's about the best you'll find . 
This modest list by no means exhausts 
the wines we like, but it represents what we 
buy consistently for our use. We hope you 'll 
like them as much as we do. 0 
LCDR Bill Moody graduates in June with an 
M.S. in Financial Management. He returns to 
Washington , D.C. to the Noval Security Group 
Command Headquarters in the Budget Shop . 
When it comes to wine, the French ex-
pression a chocun son gout (to each one his 
taste) is particularl y apt. Every oenophile 
has his or her particular likes and this im-
biber is no exception. When the editors 
asked for a contribution to the present issue 
of CLASSMATE, I hod happy visions of try-
ing to satisfy a ll tastes by tasting and writing 
on every bottle I could lay hands on. Fo rtu-
notely for wallet (and liver) that project was 
dropped. Instead, this brief article will focus 
on a few reasonable (i,e. generally less than 
$5.00 a fifth) wines which ore normally av-
ailable in the NPS package store and which 
my wife Sue and I particularly like. Our 
tastes run to lighter wines; Sue prefers 
whites and I like reds. I've divided wines into 
domestic and imported and secondarily into 
table and " quality" wines, still observing the 
$5.00 limit. Prices quoted are those posted 
in the NPS package store in April and are, of 
course, subject to change. 
DOMESTIC TABLE WINES: In the red, 
we like Los Hermanas Mountain Burgundy 
($3 .00 per Y, gallon) and find the bouquet 
less overpowered by the volume gropes 
which dominate Golla's Hearty Burgundy 
and Live Oak's Burgundy. The some firm 
also has a very fine white wine, Los Her-
manas Mauntain Chablis ($2.75 per Y, gal-
Ion), and their Mountain Chenin Blanc 
($3 .00 per Y, gallon) and Mauntain Riesling 
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Bicycling: 
The Single Trip 
To Fitness and Fun 
By CW03 Bill Logan 
For the past two years La Meso village 
residents have seen me riding about on my 
bike. There's a good reason for it: I was 
scored into some sort of physical exercise 
program by 0 wise ship's surgeon who told 
me that for a fellow of 68 yeors I was not in 
too bod shape. That did it and I began to 
work a little. At that time I weighed almost 
220 Ibs. and hod a resting pulse of over 80. 
Now I weigh about 165 and my pulse is 
down to a very reasonable 44. How did I do 
it? I did it on a bicycle. I ride it everywhere 
QUALITY BICYCLES 





Open 7 days a week 
9-5; Thurs. & Fri. 
until 9 p.m. 
188 WEBSTER ST., MONTEREY 373-3855 
We are pleased to introduce 
our new Realtor·Associate 
COLLmE IOHNSO N 
let her many years of experience as a Navy-wife shorten your search for adequate housing 
on the Monterey Peninsu la during your tourof duty here. GI·FHA her specialty. Call herat 
373·0677. 
TORRENTE REALTY, 480 CALLE PRINCIPAL 
thot is at 011 possible and last weekend I 
mode it all the way to Atascadero with a 
group of middle and late age fellows and 
their wives. We covered over 200 miles in 4 
days. I must admit the gentleman who gave 
the worst to all of the others celebrated his 
70th birthday Saturday night. Could you do 
it? Yes. How to go about it the proper way? 
Let me give you a few tips: 
The Bicycle 
Bicycles come in all sorts and shapes, and 
with all manner of confusing speeds and 
gears to fool with . The trick here is to get 
only that which you need to do the job you 
wont to do. Of course, you could spend over 
$ I 000 for a 17 lb. raCing cycle, but it would 
be very uncomfortable for you to ride and 
isn't perhaps what you need. What one 
does need to ride about the beautiful Mon-
terey Peninsula is at least a 1 O-speed bike of 
relatively light weight . More important than 
weight, however, is size; not wheel size, but 
frame size. Frame sizes run from about' 8" 
at the smallest to a large 26". Frome size is 
the most critical thing in selecting a bike. 
This measurement is token by measuring 
from the center of the pedal cronk axle to 
the top of the seat tube; not the seat post 
but the frame seat tube. In general, the 
proper size can be derived by measuring 
from crotch to floor (in stocking feet) and 
subtracting 7" for short persons and 9" for 
the toller person. Beyond all that, it's best to 
be sure that one can stand over the top tube 
with about 1l'.!" to 2" between you and the 
bike. To get the proper frame size, my ad-
vice is to go to a reputable bicycle dealer 
who can advise you about size and will hove 
a large selection to choose from. Atso the 
dealer can properly adjust the headset for 
you which is very critical to your sofety. 
As to what other types of bikes are 
around, there are 15 and 20-speed iobs with 
enough gears to thrill the ME major out of 
his wits. Also there is now a 12-speed model 
but it is usually rather expensive. The thing 
to look for is a large reor gear (of about 32 to 
34 teeth) and a small inside front chain-
wheel (of about 36 to 40 teeth) this will 
ensure a sufficiently low gear for climbing 
some of these hills around here; say like 
Farragut, for example. 
The Diet 
Here are a few tips I'd like to rx,lss along 
regarding food and water consumption. I 
am not a professional dietician, but these 
things I have found out for myself, some-
times the hard way. 
I . Don't eat meat or milk if you are plan-
ning a long, strenuous ride - it will bum out 
your body! 
2 . Don't put orange juice, Gatorade, or 
anything sweet in a water bottle if the 
weather is expected to be worm or hot. It 
could couse you to pass out at the top of 
that long hill. 
3. Don't fail to eat about 4 hours before 
you ride. The soddest thing that can happen 
to you is to run out of beons and be a long 
way from home. If you eat then, it will do 
you some good in about three to four hours; 
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however, if that is how it has to be, eat 
straight honey and nuts (0 few); it will get 
you home, but will let you down pretty hard 
later on. 
4 . A person can dehydrate faster than he 
realizes while riding a bike. Drink - nurse 
that water along before you have to gulp the 
whole bottle. If you push it all down at once 
it may come bock up. Not fun. 
5. If you feel you need salt tablets, be sure 
you have them, but use them very sparingly. 
I don't use them and have never needed 
them in a race. 
The PIon 
Cycling, like jogging, is a good means to 
get in shape. You'll feel far better fit than 
you do now. One thing for sure, you will 
never be or get fit if you smoke. Stop it now. I 
did itand so can you . To make cycling work 
for you and get in shope, you must work at 
it . That's right, it's going to hurt and as long 
as it doesn't hurt too badly it's doing you 
some good. Sweat - that's what the man 
said, sweat. That sweat tells you how much 
work you are doing. As you get into better 
and better shope you'll sweat less and feel 
better. Also cycling, like jogging, won't do it 
in two weeks or three. It has token me two 
full years to recover the beautiful body the 
Body Fairy gave me. That Body Fairy gave 
you one, too, and what has become of it? 
Believe me, it won't hurt to work it a little. 
Don't ride the bike around the block and 
expect that to do it. You'll probobly need a 
schedule to get the job done, so plan to work 
a little. 
The Schedule 
Regularity of schedule is the best thing to 
insist upon . Stay at it 'till it's 011 done. A 
typicol pion might go something like this: 
Monday and Tuesday - Ride out around 
Asilomar and bock the some way, about 17 
miles. 
Wednesday - Ride out Highway 68 to 
the River Rood turn off, under the rood and 
back the some way, about 30 miles. 
Thursday - Off . 
Friday and Saturday - Bock to Asilomar. 
Sunday - Join the Vela Club of Monterey 
ride which leaves the Youth Center at 10:00 
(Dennis the Menace Pork area). Rides vary 
in length and difficulty, but are all family 
rides with lots of picnics and fun stuff. 
After about three to seven weeks of this 
you 'll know what you need and how to ex-
pand your schedule to get the level of work 
you like ... good luck. 
Gears 
Ten speed bikes have exactly that, 10 
speeds. What to do with them all, how to 
use them well, it goes like this: gears on the 
average ten speed go from about 1 00" to 
36," give or take a few. Should the option be 
available, go for the lower number in the 
purchasing phose. What does 10'100" of 
gear mean? It means the theoretical diame-
ter of a wheel that would go the some dis-
tance and tum through one revolution. 
Naturally, the higher the number, the higher 1 
the gear. The lower, and so on. To find the 
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PETER E. ERICKSEN 
FINANCIAL ADVISER 
Specialist in Financial Planning 
for the 
Career Military Officer 
front and reor . Then GEAR equals Front x 
27" divided by Rear. Example: 52 teeth 
front, 16 rear is: Gear equals 52 x 27/16 
equals 87.75. 
Work all these out and write them down 
on a lobel and stick them to your handle 
bars. Pretty soon you'll know where the next 
lower or higher gear is and it will make a lot 
more sense to you . 
CA RMEL HILL PROFESSIO AL CE TER 625-0222 
Nearly everyone rides in far too high a 
gear. For flat riding 01 25 mph I use a 74" 
gear, which may seem very low. Actually, 
the body, especially the part that does all 
the work when riding the bike, will in the long 
run function far better if the feet "spin" ot 
about 110 rpm. That may seem very fost, 
and yet my notural spin is now about 120 
and it used to be 60 or so. What must be 
done is to work in the lower gears until the 
technique is learned. It can be frustrating at 
first but the endurance level of the body will 
be for better and it will help get up those hills 
if you spin, spin, spin. 
Other Goodies 
REAL ESTATE 
THINKING OF BUYING OR SELLING? 
Arndt Associates handles property through-
out the entire Monterey Peninsula. If you're 
thinking of buying, selling, or investing why not 
call or visit our offices centrally located on 
beautiful Lake EI Estero? Suppose now you really dig riding and 
wont to really get up.Raliers are really a liMle 
hard to describe. Suffice to soy it is a set of 
three drums that one can puthisbikeon and 
ride. The balance technique is very differ-
ent, but not impossible . Buy a copy of 
Bicycling at the book store and in it you'll 
find out what they look like. Until I got on 
the rollers I mode very slow progress in 
race-type riding and when I did get on it 




550 Camino EI Estero 
Monterey. Ca. (408) 373-4477 
R(d/,II 4null - REALTORS · Cf'lIr/fI' £(151 
Let US lend a hand 
No matter which way the interest rate on 
mortgage money goes, there will always be 
that necessary dawn payment. And that's 
where we can also lend a hand. You can earn 
money toward your new home by opening 
a savings account with us. We protect your 
money, and add to it periodically with com-
pounded interest. You'll be house building 
or house hunting, sooner than you think. 
A savings account with us is not just good 
planning. ~t's profitable! 
Aontere7 
Savings 
a.nd Lo ...... A .... oal ... tlon 




went very fast. Rollers come in all prices and 
weights, but caution is a must on them as 
the body temperature con get way up and 
the heart will work much harder than out on 
the rood - about 5 miles to start and not 
more than 1 hour when you are really in 
shope. 
Fini 
Hopefully this little article has whetted 
your appetite for the bike. There are a few 
f inal things I'd like to mention . To really 
enjoy the sport of cycling, join a club. Mon-
terey Vela Club is one of the best around. It 
is made up of some pleasant people who will 
help out in a lot of ways. 
Comfortable cycling is better done in 
proper clothing . No doubt you have seen 
the clothes we wear. All of them ore de-
signed for a reason. The tight fit keeps wind 
resistance down. The pockets on the front 
and bock of the shirt (called a jersey) keep 
things out of ponts pockets (since the shorts 
don't have any anyway). The shorts have a 
chamois insert in the crotch ... what it does I 
really don't know, but I know what happens 
without it ... it isn't pleasant, either. The most 
important thing, however, is shoes . If you 
have to get it all piecemeal, get the shoes 
f irst and insist on having toe clips. Later 
you'll need cleats to help hold those flying 
feet properly on the pedals, but first the 
shoes and clips . Clips are safer than 
without ... having a foot come off a pedal 
going up a hill will ruin your whole day, as 
well as your leg! 
Toke care and happy riding! 0 
Originol/y published i,., the CLASSMATE, April, 
1975; Bill Loga,., hos si,.,ce graduated. 
Cant'd. from p. 13 
SULLIVAN'S SHRIMP SCAMPI 
In a large skillet, heat Y.z" olive oil 
(medium heat) 
Slice 1 lb. fresh mushrooms 
Chop 1 small onion and odd to heating 
oil 
Mince 2 cloves garlic 
Add 1 t . solt 
Add 1 t. red pepper (cayenne) 
When ontons become translucent, odd 
mushrooms 
Add 2lbs. shrimp, frozen or fresh (thaw-
ing unnecessary) 
Stir in 1 T . oregano 
Cook mixture at this temperature for 
about 5 minutes, then reduce to simmer. 
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DIRTY 
CARPETS OR UPHOLSTERY? 
CALL ROTH 
• We specialize in cleaning oriental rugs and velvet upholslery. 
• Free estimates - Free pick-up and delivery. 
• Damage claims and restorations promptly handled. Rugs repaired . 
• Rugs cut and bound. 
• 10% military discounl on all rug cleaning. 
• 20% additional discount if you bring your cleaning 10 us and pick il up yourself. 
871 Foam Street 
New Monterey 
Minesttone alia rlOrentina 
375-6478 
Call Anytime 
A taste of 
Old Italy in 
Old Monterey 
CuUnary deUghtsln the authentic Italian manner. A pleasantly nostalgic, candlelit setting, where 
tantalizing aromas of good wine, cheese and herbs speak of classic dishes prepared VJith 
reverential care. A favorite of residents and visitors for over 30 years. May we expect you , too? 
Lunch, dinner. cocktails: 
150 WEST FRANKLIN. MONTEREY. RESERVATIONS, 375-4477 
• 
YOUR CULLIGAN MAN 
WANTS YOU 
TO HAVE A SOFTER LIFE 
TWO WEEKS FR EE 
S OFT WATER 
NO INSTALLATION CHARGE 
FOR LA MESA RESI DENTS 
SERVICES 
New Goodyear Tires 
Reca p ping - I Day Service 
Wheel Bala ncing , 
Front A lignment a nd Service 
' Bro~e Serv ice 
Muilier and Tail Pipe Se rvice 
CALL 
394·677 1 




TIRES - TUBES - BATTERIES 
20,000 Mile Guarantee Recapping 
Add Y, c . white wine and let shrimp cook 
for 3 to 5 minutes 
Serve over hot rice 
Sprinkle with parsley 
MAl Bob Sul/i.,on is currently a student in 
tire Defense Sy.stems curriculum. He come 
to this area by way 01 USNA (Closs 01 '65); 
tours in Viet Hom, Okinowo, and most re-
cently, Denver, where Ire served for 3 yeal'S 
as a Morine Recruiter. He /i.,es in La Meso 
with his wife Peggy Joy and their two 
doughters, Maunee. 10, a.d Debby 7. Bob 
graduates this June and will be stationed in 
Washington, D.C. 
Lost, but not least, LCDR Anne P. Soder-
man has submitted his recipe for salad. 
First, a bit of background. Arne is in his 6th 
quarter in the Aeronautical Engineering 
Mosters Program. A 1965 graduate of the 
Naval Academy, he come to NPS by way of: 
a yeor in the Nuclear Power Program, a yeor 
and a half on destroyers (West Coost), six 
years of oviating (A4 's FOREVER), and one 
year as Aide and Flag Lieutenant. He has 
orders to ATs in VA-93 on board the US5 
MIDWAY, homeparted in Yakasuka, 
Japan. 
SODSOD'S SAUD 
This light, easy to prepare, tossed solad is 
suitable for serving with just about any 
entree, but matches exceptionally well with 
steaks ar any moin course which is en-
hanced by garlic flavored sauces, fillings or 
dishes. 
y, head lettuce 
2 hard boiled eggs 
4-6 oz. Muenster or N!onterey Jock cheese 
~ lb. Saltine crackers (about 20 crackers) 
1 clove garlic 
Approx. 5 oz, salad dressing - oil and vin-
egar - Italian - whatever 
While the eggs are boiling, prepare the 
lettuce in usual manner. Slice the cheese 
(Casino Brand bricks are fine) into strips, a 
10 shoestring patatoes. Set aside. Peel and 
cut the garlic clove in half. Using the cut 
surface, spread the garliC on the salty side 
of the crackers. Set aside. WARNING: Da 
not sample these crackers or you will need to 
prepare at least 20 more, They are tasty. 
Slice the eggs, again in long thin shoe-
strings, Take all the ingredients, except the 
crackers, and toss with the lettuce. Just be-
fore serving, release pent-up anxieties by 
crushing the crackers between the palms of 
your hands, Toss with the reominder of 'the 
salad and dressing. 
Some people (and family pets) prefer to 
odd chopped artichoke hearts, avocadoes, 
or tomatoes, but I prefer salad as described 
above. • •••• 
One final note. This will be my lost col-
umn as Navy Bleu edita< I would like to 
thank CAPT Taylor, CDR McGonigal, MAJ 
Sullivan and LCDR Soderman fa< doing my 
work for me. Beginning next month Barbaro 
Taylor will be doing this column and I sWl-
cerely hope it will give her as much enioY-
ment as it has given me. 0 
"Serving La Mesa for 12 years" 





2 WEEKS FREE SERVICE 
TO READERS OF CLASSMATE 
NOTHING TO BUY 
NOTHING TO SIGN 
NO CHARGE FOR ECONOMY 
SERVISOFT INSTALLATION 
IN LA MESA VILLAGE 
MILITARY WIVES AGREE 
YOU NEED SOFT WATER 
MONTEREY PENINSULA WATER IS HARD! 
Find out what soft water can do for you! Clothes 
come cleaner ... colors brighter ... diapers softer ... 
T-shirts are white for a change ... dishes and silver 
sparkle ... Use PURE SOAP and SAVE MONEY ... Call 
today .. . 
"The only water nicer 
comes from the clouds" 
